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ABSTRACT
Emails are very popular method for information exchange
between people. In this paper, an approach to annotate the
starting time (stime) and ending time (etime) of duration
in schedule notices is proposed. Most related works have
reported on only seminar announcements, most of which
contain only one schedule per announcement and are writ-
ten in very restricted format. Different from those seminar
announcements, an email frequently contains information
about multiple schedules with highly complex format. To
process the emails, the proposed system first detects and
normalizes all time expressions of the email using regular
expression patterns, and then determines which time ex-
pression actually represents stime and etime information
of schedules. Evaluation is carried out on newly constructed
Korean email corpus, and it shows 87.35 % of F1-score for
stime and 85.13 % for etime.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.3 [Informa-
tion Storage and Retrieval]: Information Search and Re-
trieval; I.2.7 [Artificial Intelligence]: Natural Language Pro-
cessing

General Terms: Algorithms

Keywords: Information Extraction, Email Mining

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Nature of Informal Schedule Notices in
Emails

Nowadays, emails are frequently used to exchange infor-
mation between various people. Due to the emergence of
smartphones, people can read and write emails everywhere.
But processing information from email using smartphone is
very tedious work for a user, considering small display size
and uncomfortable touchscreen input interface of a smart-
phone.

In this paper, an approach to automatically extract sched-
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ule time information from email, more precisely stime and
etime information of schedules, is proposed. There were
various researches which tried to extract stime and etime
information from official seminar announcements, and those
approaches are compared at [9]. Schedule notices in email
showed more freedom to announce one meeting schedule
with specified programs (that are a sequence of small ses-
sions), or multiple schedules (that is non-parallel and non-
consecutive). Also, those inofficial schedule notices in emails
reveal all of noises in text writing as well as emoticons and
non-segmented sentences of SMS characteristics. This pre-
vents the system from the use of sophisticated linguistic ap-
proaches.

Apart from those issues described above, the issue of nor-
malization should also be considered. By the term ‘nor-
malization’ of a time expression, we mean the procedure of
discovering meanings of the time expression. For example,
when a time expression “1:30 PM” is normalized, the sys-
tem can figure out that the hour represented by the time
expression is “13”, and the minute is “30”. This procedure is
required to automatically process the extracted time infor-
mation, for example to update the user’s electronic calendar.

To address the problems described above, two steps ap-
proach is proposed. In the first step, the system extracts and
normalizes all the time expressions inside the given email.
Four kinds of regular expression patterns along with nor-
malization information are manually constructed and used.
In the second step, the system classifies which time expres-
sions actually represent stime/etime information. Multi-
ple time expressions could be determined as stime/etime
expressions per one email, contrast to the other existing re-
lated works. The system uses various ML approaches with
newly proposed features to solve the classification problem.

In section 2, related works will be described while detailed
algorithm in section 3. Evaluation result will be presented
in section 4, and we will make conclusion in section 5.

1.2 Annotation Ambiguities among Nested Se-
quential Events and Non-contiguous Events

A seminar program structure usually has one starting time
of all sessions and there are more specific sessions with se-
quences of ending time and starting time between consecu-
tive sessions. It would be called as “nested sequential con-
secutive events”. However, an email may contain several
seminar announcements in different date and time, in this
case, it is a type of “non-consecutive” events. That is, when
one email with schedule information contains multiple start-
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ing and ending times, they have ambiguities of the following
two cases: they could actually contain information about
only one stime/etime information of one event, and the
information spreads across the e-mail in several time ex-
pressions, or they could mean multiple different schedules.

Table 1 shows the difference of seminar announcement
corpus1 with 485 online university seminar announcements,
and newly constructed Korean email corpus2 with 1,011
schedule notices containing publicly announced schedule in-
formation. The column name ‘Mult.’ stands for ‘Multiple
Temporal Expressions’. In the table, the second column
represents portion of corpus which contains only one sched-
ule expressed in only one stime and etime expression(SS),
the third column represents portion of corpus which con-
tains single schedule information but its information spreads
across the email using several different time expressions (SS
(M)) that is interpreted to be consecutive sequential dura-
tions, and the fourth column represents portion of corpus
which contains multiple schedules (MS). For the seminar
announcements corpus over 98 % of announcements contain
only one starting and ending time expression, but for the
email corpus about 15 % of emails contain more than one
starting and ending time expressions.

Corpus SS
Mult.

SS(M) MS
Seminar Announcements 98.76 % 0.00 % 1.24 %
Emails with Schedules 85.46 % 8.21 % 6.33 %

Table 1: Schedule expression statistics of the corpus

The second difference is the complexity of expressions and
words used inside the context. Figure 1 shows an example
of seminar announcement. As can be observed, each official
seminar announcement from seminar announcement corpus
contains itemized text at its beginning, which presents start-
ing time and ending time of the seminar using very clear
format. Thus stime and etime expressions could be easily
extracted from those seminar announcements. Meanwhile,
majority of schedule notice emails do not have texts with
such kind of format, and most of emails contain noises like
emoticons or useless spaces (to visualize its contents more
beautifully), plus lots of grammatical errors and internet
slangs. Figure 2 shows an example of email, which is SS(M)
case. Useless spaces and line feeds could be found. More de-
tailed comparison about the complexity will be carried out
on section 4.1.

2. RELATED WORKS
There were numerous researches which tackled the start-

ing and ending time information extraction problem of the
seminar announcement. Among several ML approach com-
parison for this problem [9], the best performance achieved
for stime annotation was the F Measure of 99.6 % by [7]
and [2], while the best performane achieved for the etime
was the F Measure of 98.8 % by [6]. [8] tried to apply condi-
tional random fields to this problem. Also, there were some

1http://www.cs.cmu.edu/˜dayne/SeminarAnnouncements/
Source .html

2downloadable at: http://semanticweb.kaist.ac.kr/home/
index.php/Smart Calendar

Figure 1: Example of annotated seminar announce-
ment from the seminar announcement corpus.

Figure 2: Example of literally English-translated
Korean email: SS(M) case.

researches to extract time expressions from complex contexts
like emails or web pages, for example [10] or [4], but they
rarely move onto the classification of time expressions into
starting time and ending time. [3] classified time expressions
into stime and etime by first doing lightweight parsing on
the sentence and then matching text terms to each field.

Although the performance of stime and etime extraction
from the seminar announcements has almost no gap for the
further improvement, related works focused only on cases
with a single duration for schedules. In contrast, the pro-
posed research tried to solve the various other cases of nested
sequencial events, and parallel non-consecutive events, by
using various ML apporoaches with new features. In the
following sections, the method to extract stime and etime
expressions will be explained.

3. EXTRACTING STIME AND ETIME OF
SCHEDULES FROM EMAIL

In this section, the algorithm of extracting stime and
etime information of schedules from email is explained in
detail. Figure 3 shows the overall architecture of the system.
The system first extracts and normalizes time expressions
from the given email, and classifies each time expression
whether the time expression represents stime and etime of
a schedule or not.
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Figure 3: System architecture for stime and etime
extraction

3.1 Extracting Time Expressions
To extract and normalize time expressions from the given

email, regular expression patterns are used. Four kinds of
patterns are defined, with minor modification from [4]: More
precisely, we create a new time class of “Anniversaries”, and
expanded the definition of “Deictic Expressions” so that its
pivot could be other time except the speech time. Also,
“Relative expressions” defined by [4] was removed, since we
were able to deal with it by considering it “Explicit Ex-
pressions” with incomplete information - for example, for
the relative expression “from 5 to 7”, the system deals it as
two seperated time expressions “5” and “7”, which have only
hour information. If this kind of expression is classified as
stime or etime expression later on, then it is merged with
other stime/etime information to complete its information.
Also, we do not consider about the “Duration expressions”,
since we are focusing on finding specific timepoints which
represent stime and etime. Followings are the definitions
of patterns and their numbers:

Explicit Expression. Time expressions which represent spe-
cific and clear timepoint. For example, “2006. 6. 11”,
“5:30 PM”. Total 176 Korean patterns are manually
constructed based on the 2,022 time expressions of the
Korean corpus. t

Anniversaries. Anniversaries and holidays like“ New Year’s
Day”, “Thanksgiving day”. Total 145 Korean anniver-
saries are collected.

Deictic Expressions. Time expressions which represent be-
fore/after a specific timepoint. For example, “tomor-
row”, “next month”. Total 106 Korean deictic expres-
sions are collected.

Iterative Expressions. Time expressions which represent
iterative nature of the schedule. For example, “Every
week”, “Every day”. Total 16 Korean iterative expres-
sions are collected.

Those patterns are constructed altogether with normal-
ization information, which will be used to normalize time
expressions extracted using the patterns. Figure 4 shows
one of the explicit expression patterns, along with its nor-
malization information. The first row represents regular ex-
pression pattern itself with normalization anchors, with non-
terminal # means a decimal numerical symbol ranged from
0 to 9. Normalization anchor is represented in the format

<p> inside the regular expression. The second row is the
normalization information to normalize the extracted time
expressions using that pattern. Normalization information
consists of several tokens, which are the concatenations of
a number and an alphabet. The number points out which
part of regular expression should be normalized (number
‘3’ means the part of regular expression which is positioned
after the second anchor point and before the third anchor
point), and the alphabet tells what kind of normalization in-
formation does the part have (Y=Year, M=Month, D=Day,
and so on). For example, the pattern of figure 4 can extract
time expression“2011.3.12 8:30”, and its normalized form ac-
cording to the normalization information will be: “YEAR =
2011, MONTH = 3, DAY = 12, HOUR = 8, MINUTE =
30”.

Figure 4: Example of explicit temporal expression
pattern.

Figure 5 shows an example process of time information
extraction and normalization from a Korean sentence which
meaning is: “The next meeting will be held at 12:30 PM,
the day after the New Year’s Day.”

3.2 Classification for stime and etime
Once time expressions are extracted and normalized, the

system classifies whether each time expression actually rep-
resents stime and etime of schedules contained in the email.
To solve the problem, two kinds of ML classifiers - Näıve
Bayesian classifiers and SVM classifiers - are constructed
for stime classification and etime classification.

3.2.1 Classifying stime expressions
To build the classifier for stime extraction, total eight fea-

tures are used. Below formulae show the probability func-
tion of Näıve Bayesian classifier for stime classification.

P (C = 1|T ) = P (C = 1|F1(T ), ..., F8(T )) (1)

= P (C = 1) ·
∏

P (Fi(T )|C = 1)
∏

Fi(T )
(2)

P (C = 1|T ) represents the probability that time expres-
sion T means stime where C=1 means stime, and Fi(T )
represents feature value of i-th dimension of T ’s feature
vector. Formula 1 develops to formula 2 due to the Näıve
Bayesian assumption. Gaussian distribution is assumed for
those features which have continuous values.

The strength, or likelihood of T as a stime expression, is
defined as follows:

Strengthstime(T ) =
P (C = 1|T )
P (C = 0|T ) (3)

That is, if the strength for stime of time expression T is
larger than 1, then T is probably a stime expression.

Eight features are newly found and categorized into five
categories. The following list shows categories of features
and their descriptions. All features are language-independent.
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Figure 5: Steps for time expression extraction and
normalization: Examples are Korean and its English
translation

Position-based feature. (1) Position of the time expres-
sion inside the sentence, and (2) number of time ex-
pressions in front of the given time expresson, inside
the whole email. The stime expression is occasionally
written at the beginning of the sentence, and it is also
occasionally written at the front part of the document.

Granularity-based feature. (3) Maximum granularity and
(4) minimum granularity of the given time expression.
For example, the maximum granularity of the time ex-
pression “10. 30. 12:05’ is MONTH, while minimum
granularity of the time expression is MINUTE. People
tend to write stime information as detail as possible,
since inside the email, stime information is occasion-
ally the first information about the time of the sched-
ule.

Tilde feature. (5) Check whether the next character after
the time expression is ’-’ or ’˜’. Some stime expres-
sions accompany tilde right behind of them.

Form of the Sentence. (6) Check whether the sentence
containing the time expression is itemized sentence or

not. For those itemized sentences, the position-based
feature inside the sentence works better.

Nearby time expressions. Check the (7) number and (8)
granularity of time expressions in the sentence just
before (after) the given time expression. These fea-
tures are used to classify cases of enumerating detailed
schedules, for example, for the case
“09:00-09:20 Welcome ceremony
09:20-09:40 First session”,
this feature category makes the system to give differ-
ent classification results for time expressions “09:00”at
first row and “09:20” at second row.

3.2.2 Classifying etime expressions
For the etime expression classification, an approach which

is very similar to the case of stime expression classification
is used, with exceptions of slight modification of features
(changing feature (2) to: “number of time expressions in
front of the given time expression inside only the sentence
which contains the target time expression”; for feature (5)
changing “after the time expression” has become to “before
the time expression”), and one additional feature:

stime-based feature. (9) Does the time expression, just
ahead of the given time expression, represent stime?

Due to the feature above, stime classification must be
carried out before etime classification work begins, and the
performance of etime classifier depends on the performance
of stime classifier.

4. EVALUATION
For the evaluation of the proposed method, Korean email

corpus with 1,011 emails are constructed and manually an-
notated. For the annotation, COAT semantic annotation
toolkit3 is used. Two annotators worked on the same email,
and in the case of conflict a senior annotator makes the fi-
nal decision. Schedule notices are crawled from the web,
using the keywords “Meeting announcement” and “Schedule
announcement”. It was assumed that those schedule notices
have similar format to those emails with schedule notices,
and actually many of them were just reannouncements (copy
and paste) of email body through the web board.

4.1 Effect of Complexity on the Performance
of the Same Classifier: Official Seminar
Announcements vs. Seminar Notices in
Email

In this section, the complexity of email corpus will be
compared against the seminar announcement corpus by an
experiment. For the comparison, four of eleven features are
borrowed from [8], and based on those features a CRF clas-
sifier for stime expression extraction is trained and tested
(We built a CRF classifier since [8] used the features to build
a CRF classifier). Those four features are chosen because
they are mostly related to the stime and etime extraction,
while other features are mainly related to speaker/location
extraction work in [8]. They are as follows: (1) The word
itself; (2) Is the expression followed by dash?; (3) Is the ex-
pression preceded by dash?; (4) POS tag of the words. For
the CRF implementation, mallet [5] toolkit is used.

3http://sourceforge.net/projects/coatsemantic
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Most of the works related to the seminar announcement [2,
7, 8, 9] adopts one-filler-per-slot assumption, that is only one
stime expression per one document is assumed. Thus emails
with multiple stime and etime expressions are removed for
fair comparison. The resultant email corpus contains only
864 emails out of 1,011 emails, and all of those emails contain
only one stime expression. The CRF system classifies only
one most probable time expression as a stime expression,
for an email.

Table 2 shows the comparison result with 10-fold cross-
validation. CRF(SA) means the performance of CRF sys-
tem on seminar announcement corpus, and CRF (Email)
means the performance of the same CRF system on Korean
email corpus with only one stime expression.

Features P R F1
CRF(SA) 99.57 % 91.88 % 95.57 %
CRF(Email) 92.93 % 68.02 % 78.55 %

Table 2: stime extraction: comparison of seminar
announcement and emails

As can be observed, the CRF system achieves nice perfor-
mance for seminar announcement corpus using only those
four features. But although it shows high precision also on
email corpus, its recall dramatically drops. This shows the
complexity of format and writing style of emails is much
higher than that of seminar announcements, and the system
was not able to effectively process those complex expres-
sions - even though the target emails were restricted to only
those with only one stime expression, as table 2 suggests.
The comparison result shows that, the methods which show
good performance on seminar announcement corpus cannot
be directly applied to emails to extract stime and etime
information from them.

In the following sections, the evaluation results for the per-
formance of each module of the proposed system for stime
and etime extraction from emails will be explained in detail.

4.2 Evaluation on Time Expression Extraction
To evalute the time expression extraction module, we tried

to annotate the time expressions of email corpus using the
proposed system. There were total 3,750 time expressions
among 1,011 emails, and the system annotated total 3,530
time expressions, showing the coverage of 94.13 %. Among
those extracted time expressions, 100 time expressions were
randomly selected and manually checked for their normal-
ized forms, and it is confirmed that they were all properly
normalized.

4.3 Evaluation on stime Classification
stime classifier gets an email as input with its time ex-

pressions extracted & normalized, and selects one or more
time expressions of the email as stime of the schedule con-
tained in the email.

4.3.1 Experiment: effect of each feature
To figure out the effect of each features, the experiment is

carried out with various feature settings for Näıve Bayesian
classifier. The system extracts only top-most ranked time
expression with the highest strength among the whole email.
10-fold cross-validation is carried out on the Korean email
corpus with 1,011 emails. Those emails contain 3,750 time

expressions, and among them 1,370 time expressions repre-
sent stime, and 577 time expressions represent etime. For
each fold, probability density function necessary to set up
the Näıve Bayesian classifier is calculated using the training
data set. Each classified stime expression is compared with
the stime expression of the corpus for the evaluation.

Table 3 shows the experimental result for stime expres-
sion classifier. P stands for precision, R stands for recall,
and F1 means F1-score of each system.

Features P R F1
Position 93.42 % 68.79 % 79.24 %
+ Granularity 97.08 % 70.80 % 81.89 %
+ Tilde 96.68 % 70.45 % 81.51 %
+ Form-Of-Sentence 96.78 % 70.53 % 81.59 %
+ Nearby-Time 96.49 % 70.43 % 80.53 %
Granularity Only 89.01 % 58.32 % 70.47 %

Table 3: Performance of stime classifier

Amazingly, only using the position and granularity infor-
mation of the time expression the system was able to clas-
sify the stime expression with 97.08 % of precision. Since
the system extracts and normalizes each time expression at
once using the regular expression patterns coupled with their
normalization information, the system was able to use the
granularity-based features to classify each time expression.
Low recall of 70.80 % is due to the existence of multiple
stime expressions in one email. If we restrict our discussion
to only those 864 emails which contains only one schedule in-
formation, the recall of the system slightly increases. Table 4
shows the comparison of two systems, one is the proposed
approach of using Näıve Bayesian classifier and patterns,
and the other one is the CRF system whose performance
was presented at table 2.

Features P R F1
NBC+Pattern 96.32 % 83.37 % 89.38 %
CRF(Email) 92.93 % 68.02 % 78.55 %

Table 4: Comparison of system performances using
emails with only one stime expression

As can be observed, the proposed system works much bet-
ter for those emails compared to the simple CRF-based sys-
tem, which worked well on official seminar announcement
corpus but works poorly on actual emails.

4.3.2 Experiment: effect of n (number of selection)
To handle those cases with many stime expressions, the

experiments are carried out by increasing the number of n,
the number of time expressions selected as stime in one
email. The system classifies time expressions which are top-
n ranked, among the email, and whose ranks are at least
larger than 1, as stime.

Table 5 shows the effect of parameter n to the system per-
formance. The feature set is fixed to the one which showed
the best performance for the case of n = 1, that is, position-
based features and granularity-based features.

The system shows the best overall performance with n =
2, but it suffers from heavy loss of the precision.
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n P R F1
1 97.08 % 70.80 % 81.89 %
2 80.35 % 85.50 % 82.84 %
3 74.43 % 88.43 % 80.83 %
4 72.99 % 89.45 % 80.39 %
5 72.58 % 89.76 % 80.26 %

Table 5: Effect of n to handle multiple stime expres-
sions

4.3.3 Experiment: effect of strength
As another trial to handle those multiple stime expres-

sion cases, we tried to set up the threshold on the strength
for the time expression. That is, the system first classifies
the time expression with the largest strength as a stime ex-
pression (the strength should be at least larger than 1), and
for those remaining time expressions the strength must be
larger than some predefined threshold t, to be classified as
stime expression. Table 6 shows the performance of system
for different t.

t P R F1
1 72.58 % 89.76 % 80.26 %
2 76.45 % 83.56 % 79.85 %
5 82.41 % 82.55 % 82.48 %
7 84.49 % 81.90 % 83.18 %
10 85.46 % 80.71 % 83.02 %

Table 6: Effect of threshold on strength (t) to handle
multiple stime expressions

The system shows the best overall performance with t =
7, showing 83.13 % of F-measure.

4.3.4 Experiment: Using SVM
To process the cases of multiple stime expressions, we

tried to use the SVM. For the implementation of SVM, lib-
SVM [1] toolkit is used with linear kernel, and the same
features used to build the Näıve Bayesian classifier is used.
Table 7 shows the experimental result of stime expression
classification using SVM.

Features P R F1
Position 82.46 % 78.69 % 80.53 %
+ Granularity 87.63 % 85.91 % 86.76 %
+ Tilde 87.45 % 86.99 % 87.22 %
+ Form-Of-Sentence 88.09 % 87.07 % 87.58 %
+ Nearby-Time 87.27 % 87.44 % 87.35 %

Table 7: Performance of stime classifier: using SVM

Although overall performance is better than that of Näıve
Bayesian, since the SVM does not give any kind of“strength”
to each time expression there is no way to tune the system to
increase its precision, while Näıve Bayesian classifier can (it
can achieve 97.08 % of precision). The comparison of exper-
imental results between SVM classifier and Näıve Bayesian
classifier suggest that if we want (relatively) high recall, then
we can use the SVM classifier, meanwhile if we want high
precision then we should use the Näıve Bayesian classifier.

4.4 Evaluation on etime Classification
etime clssification work is much harder than stime clas-

sification work from emails, since some emails do not have
any etime information. Among 864 emails which have only
one stime expression, 491 emails do not have any etime ex-
pression, in contrast to the seminar announcements which
always have at least one etime expression. This property of
etime introduces additional complexity to the etime clas-
sification work, and this complexity slightly drops overall
performance of the system.

Table 8 shows the performance of Näıve Bayesian classi-
fier system for etime classification. The system classifies
top 1 time expression with the highest strength for etime
as etime expression. 10-fold cross-validation is carried out
on the same Korean email corpus we used for stime. Also,
the table contains performance of Näıve Bayesian classifier
for emails with only one stime expression(Näıve(SS)), and
performance of SVM classifier (SVM). To get the pure eval-
uation result for etime classification, for the evaluation the
system “knows” every stime expressions.

Features P R F1
stime-related 56.29 % 64.50 % 60.12 %
+ Position 80.08 % 67.46 % 73.23 %
+ Granularity 81.54 % 67.96 % 74.13 %
+ Tilde 81.54 % 67.96 % 74.13 %
+ Form-Of-Sentence 81.98 % 67.88 % 74.27 %
+ Nearby-Time 87.99 % 72.16 % 79.30 %
Näıve(SS) 89.67 % 83.29 % 86.37 %
SVM 88.25 % 82.22 % 85.13 %

Table 8: Performance of etime classifier

Due to the increased complexity of the problem com-
pared to the stime classification problem, the system shows
slightly lower F-score compared to the stime classifier even
it uses an additional feature. This is mainly because the
writer pays less attention to inform the etime information
than stime - the email writer occasionally omits etime in-
formation, and even when he/she writes etime explicitly
the expression frequently omits date information, since it is
already included within stime expression. This makes the
position feature and granularity feature less effective. The
performance of Näıve Bayesian classifier increases for those
emails with only one stime (Näıve(SS)), but its precision
is less than 90 % - it is predicted due to the property of
etime described before. The overall performance of SVM
classifier was slightly better than the Näıve Bayesian classi-
fier, for the case of etime classification.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the approach of extracting schedule time in-

formation from email was explored. It is shown that emails
have much more complexity compared to the seminar an-
nouncements: firstly, they frequently have many stime and
etime expressions in one email, and secondly they have
much more complex format than those seminar announce-
ments. The proposed approach tried to solve the problem by
using regular expression patterns to extract and normalize
the time expressions, and then classifying those time ex-
pressions using various ML approaches and new features.
The experimental result shows around 87 % of F-measure
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for stime classification and 85 % of F-measure for etime
classification. Näıve Bayesian classifiers show lower overall
performance compared to the SVM classifiers, but bayesian
classifiers assign“strength”to each time expressions, making
possible to build more precision-oriented system.

There are some possible applications for this research.
One application is to developing smartphone app for email
schedule analysis. The prototype system was already de-
veloped, and currently being tested inside our group. An-
other application will be to build the English-version system,
which is expected to be done easily since all of those features
used are language-independent.
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